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Changes in Purkinje Cell Simple Spike Encoding of Reach
Kinematics during Adaption to a Mechanical Perturbation

Angela L. Hewitt, Laurentiu S. Popa, and Timothy J. Ebner
Department of Neuroscience, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

The cerebellum is essential in motor learning. At the cellular level, changes occur in both the simple spike and complex spike firing of
Purkinje cells. Because simple spike discharge reflects the main output of the cerebellar cortex, changes in simple spike firing likely reflect
the contribution of the cerebellum to the adapted behavior. Therefore, we investigated in Rhesus monkeys how the representation of arm
kinematics in Purkinje cell simple spike discharge changed during adaptation to mechanical perturbations of reach movements. Mon-
keys rapidly adapted to a novel assistive or resistive perturbation along the direction of the reach. Adaptation consisted of matching the
amplitude and timing of the perturbation to minimize its effect on the reach. In a majority of Purkinje cells, simple spike firing recorded
before and during adaptation demonstrated significant changes in position, velocity, and acceleration sensitivity. The timing of the
simple spike representations change within individual cells, including shifts in predictive versus feedback signals. At the population level,
feedback-based encoding of position increases early in learning and velocity decreases. Both timing changes reverse later in learning. The
complex spike discharge was only weakly modulated by the perturbations, demonstrating that the changes in simple spike firing can be
independent of climbing fiber input. In summary, we observed extensive alterations in individual Purkinje cell encoding of reach
kinematics, although the movements were nearly identical in the baseline and adapted states. Therefore, adaption to mechanical pertur-
bation of a reaching movement is accompanied by widespread modifications in the simple spike encoding.
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Introduction
The cerebellum is crucial for motor learning. In humans, cerebel-
lum activation occurs and is retained during adaptation to novel
visuomotor transformations and force fields (Shadmehr and
Holcomb, 1997; Imamizu et al., 2000; Kawato et al., 2003;
Krakauer et al., 2004). Cerebellar pathology disrupts learning
during eye movements (Takagi et al., 2000; Golla et al., 2008;
Xu-Wilson et al., 2009) and hinders adaptation to predictable
perturbations of limb movements (Müller and Dichgans, 1994;
Maschke et al., 2004; Nowak et al., 2004; Smith and Shadmehr,
2005; Morton and Bastian, 2006). Numerous animal studies doc-
ument cerebellar-dependent learning for different motor behav-
iors and effectors (for review, see Ito, 2001; Prsa and Thier, 2011;
Gao et al., 2012).

We have a limited understanding of how movement parame-
ters encoded in the cerebellar cortex change with learning. The
low-frequency complex spikes are poor candidates to encode

changes in signaling. Individual spikelets of a complex spike
propagate poorly down Purkinje cell axons and are converted
into only one to two conventional spikes in the cerebellar nuclei
(Khaliq and Raman, 2005; Monsivais et al., 2005). Instead, com-
plex spikes are thought to be involved in signaling errors and the
induction of synaptic plasticity (for review, see Ito, 2001; Jörntell
and Hansel, 2006; Gao et al., 2012). Conversely, the high-
frequency simple spikes are likely to encode the essential learned
signals. Alterations in simple spike firing during learning are ob-
served across many behaviors and cerebellar cortical regions (Gil-
bert and Thach, 1977; Meyer-Lohmann et al., 1977; Lisberger and
Fuchs, 1978; Ojakangas and Ebner, 1992; Jirenhed et al., 2007;
Catz et al., 2008; Medina and Lisberger, 2008), but studies quan-
tifying changes in the encoding of movement parameters are lim-
ited. During smooth pursuit adaptation, simple spike encoding
of eye velocity and acceleration demonstrates progressive
changes in the floccular complex (Medina and Lisberger, 2009).
In the occulomotor vermis, increases in smooth pursuit gain in-
volve increases in velocity coding in the summed Purkinje cell
simple spike activity (Prsa and Thier, 2011; Dash et al., 2013).

In addition to sensitivity, time-dependent movements likely
require changes in the temporal encoding of movement param-
eters. For example, eyeblink conditioning alters simple spike tim-
ing that is hypothesized to underlie components of the
conditioned response (Koekkoek et al., 2003; Jirenhed et al.,
2007). In a task requiring precise changes in saccade duration,
population models of the simple spike show that saccade dura-
tion (i.e., learning) is encoded by shifts toward bursts of activity
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from early-firing versus later-firing Purkinje cells (Catz et al.,
2008; Prsa and Thier, 2011). Therefore, changes in encoding tim-
ing also likely contribute to adaptation.

Changes in Purkinje cell simple spike encoding of movement
parameters during arm movements has not been evaluated.
Therefore, we recorded Purkinje cells as Rhesus monkeys
adapted to either assistive or resistive mechanical perturbations
during reaching. Learning was characterized by precise adapta-
tion of the movement kinematics that minimized the effects of
perturbation. Although baseline and postadaptation reach kine-
matics were nearly identical, the sensitivity and timing of the
simple spike kinematic representations changed extensively
within and across cells. These alterations in simple spike firing
occurred although the perturbations evoked limited complex
spike modulation.

Materials and Methods
All animal experimentation was approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of the University of Minnesota and conducted
in accordance with the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health.

Behavioral paradigm. Two monkeys (Monkey N, female, 6.5 kg; Mon-
key I, male, 7.6 kg) were trained to use a two-joint robotic manipulan-
dum in the horizontal plane (InMotion2; Interactive Motion) to control
a 0.5 � 0.5 cm black “�” style cursor on a vertical video screen mounted
at eye level 50 cm in front of the animal. The gain was set to unity so that
1 cm of hand movement resulted in 1 cm of cursor movement.

All tasks required fast (�750 ms) reaching movements between two
1.5-cm-diameter, circular targets spaced 10 cm apart (Fig. 1). We elected
to use this design as opposed to a center-out reach task to increase the
distance requirement, effectively allowing more options for positioning
the perturbations. Also, requiring the monkey to move across the entire
workspace maximized position variability and peak velocity, two vari-
ables that strongly modulate Purkinje cell simple spike firing (Roitman et
al., 2005; Pasalar et al., 2006; Hewitt et al., 2011). As described below,
perturbation parameters were changed each day. Each trial began with

the appearance of a yellow start target that required cursor placement
within the target for a randomized initial hold period (0.75–1 s). Trials
ended with a 1.25 s final hold period in the end target. Monkeys were
allowed 750 ms to intercept the end target and 200 ms time outside the
targets to accommodate overshooting or straying beyond target borders dur-
ing the hold periods. Animals received a juice reward on successful trials.

A complete recording session included four different reaching tasks
completed in block manner (referred to as epochs). The first “PD reach”
(in which PD is preferred direction) epoch of trials (Fig. 1A) evaluated
the firing discharge of the cell across all eight possible reach directions
(0 –315°, spaced 45° apart) with no active robot forces. These trials were
used to estimate the PD of the cell, and all subsequent trials were per-
formed along this trajectory. The second “baseline error clamp” epoch
(Fig. 1B) recorded baseline cell firing in an error clamp (Scheidt et al.,
2000). The error clamp consisted of robot-generated virtual walls that
required the animal to move along a highly defined channel toward the
target, minimizing kinematic errors perpendicular to the channel that
might mask learning effects and produce large error signals in the simple
spike firing (Popa et al., 2012). The error-clamp channel also included a
“funnel” at the start target to direct the hand into the 1.0-mm-diameter
channel. A second inverted funnel at the end target position smoothly
transitioned movements from the channel to the full 1.5 cm diameter of
the end target. Error-clamp wall forces scaled for the monkeys included
an elastic spring force (�1000 N/m) and viscous damping (Vx: �30 N �
s/m; Vy: �5 N � s/m). Use of these wall forces were well tolerated by the
monkeys and clamped mean maximum perpendicular hand deviation to
�0.33 cm from a straight line between the start target and the end target
for all error-clamp trials.

The third “adapt” epoch introduced a force perturbation along the
monkey’s movement path to investigate how Purkinje cells adapt to ex-
ternal environmental changes. The perturbation occurred within the
error clamp, parallel to the direction of movement (Fig. 1C). The bell-
shaped perturbation (Wagner and Smith, 2008) was defined as follows:

P(t) � M(t/D) 4 � 2M(t/D) 3 � M(t/D) 2. (1)

Figure 1. Perturbation task. Rhesus monkeys used a robotic manipulandum to control a “�” style cursor and make four types of very fast reaching movements between a yellow start and red
end cue target displayed on a computer monitor. A, PD REACH epoch: Movements made across eight directions with no robot forces identified the PD of a Purkinje cell. All subsequent reaching
movements during a recording session were along this direction. B, BASELINE EC epoch: Error clamp (EC) trials used robot-generated virtual walls (blue arrows) to restrict perpendicular movement
to an hourglass-shaped area (blue). C, ADAPT epoch: The equation below describes a predictable, bell-shaped perturbation force [P(t), orange] that either assisted or resisted movements inside the
EC. Colored arrows illustrate perturbation components that were randomized between recording sessions: black, magnitude (M); red, duration (D); blue, start position (P). D, CATCH epoch: The same
adapt parameters were repeated (D2) with the addition of randomly occurring catch trials (D1). Catch trial parameters matched baseline EC. In all panels, black dashed lines illustrate actual channel
width and black arrows movement direction. E, Locations of microelectrode entry into the cerebellar cortex based on modeling using MRI and CT imaging. Shown are locations at which Purkinje cells
with significant learning-related modulation were recorded. Dashed line is the location of the primary fissure (Pf).
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Time (t) and the subsequent perturbation
force P(t) began once hand position passed a
predetermined start position, making the per-
turbation both position and time dependent.
Perturbation parameters were randomized be-
tween recording sessions to induce “new”
learning each day. Varying start position (20,
35, or 50% of 10 cm path), magnitude M (� 6,
7, 8, 9, or 10 N), and duration D (100, 150, or
200 ms) provided 90 unique perturbation
combinations. Positive magnitudes resulted in
assistive perturbations that pushed the hand
toward, and often beyond, the end target. In
contrast, negative resistive perturbations op-
posed movement toward the end target. The
fourth “catch” epoch continued adaptation to
the perturbation (Fig. 1D1) but also included
catch trials (randomized at 10 –15%; Fig. 1D2),
during which the perturbation was unexpect-
edly absent. All attempted catch trials were re-
warded, regardless of whether the monkey
successfully reached the end target. For each re-
cording session, a monkey typically executed 80
PD reach (�10 each direction), 40 baseline error-
clamp, 110 adapt, and 110 catch (of which 11–17
were randomized true catch trials) trials.

Surgical procedures. Head-restraint hard-
ware, including a circular stainless steel halo
attached to the skull with four stainless steel posts
and screws, was placed on each monkey using
aseptic surgical techniques and full anesthesia
with isoflurane. In Monkey N, a recording cham-
ber was placed over the right parietal cortex,
whereas Monkey I’s chamber was placed over the
left parietal cortex. Therefore, Monkey N used
the right hand for all experiments, whereas Mon-
key I used the left hand. Recording chambers
were stereotaxically positioned (�0.6 cm anteri-
or/posterior, �1.00 cm medial/lateral) over a 2.0
cm craniotomy to target lobules IV–VI of the in-
termediate/lateral zones in which hand- and
arm-related Purkinje cells have been described
(Thach, 1968; Mano and Yamamoto, 1980; For-
tier et al., 1989; Ojakangas and Ebner, 1992; Fu et
al., 1997; Roitman et al., 2005; Pasalar et al., 2006;
Yamamoto et al., 2007; Hewitt et al., 2011). Pre-
vious results using these same two monkeys com-
bined full-head magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and computed tomography (CT) images
in the software program, Monkey Cicerone, to
model recording chamber locations and electrode
penetrations (Miocinovic et al., 2007). Models for
both monkeys showed electrode recording posi-
tions mostly in lobule V of the intermediate zone,
with some cells recorded in lobules IV and VI as
shown in Figure 1E (Hewitt et al., 2011).

Electrophysiological recordings and data col-
lection. After full recovery from chamber im-
plantation surgery, extracellular recordings
were obtained using platinum–iridium elec-
trodes with parylene C insulation (0.8 –1.5 M�
impedance; Alpha Omega Engineering) that
were inserted just deep enough to penetrate the
parietal dura using a 22 gauge guide tube. Elec-
trodes were advanced to mean depths of 27.3 � 4.4 mm using a hydraulic
microdrive (Narishige). Purkinje cells were identified by the presence of
complex spikes and discriminated online using the Multiple Spike De-
tector System (Alpha Omega Engineering) after conventional amplifica-
tion and filtering (30 Hz to 3 kHz bandpass, 60 Hz notch). Resulting

spike trains were digitized and stored at 1 kHz. The raw electrophysio-
logical data were also digitized and stored at 32 kHz. Spike trains were
then transformed to a continuous firing rate using fractional intervals,
downsampled to 100 Hz, and low-pass filtered (fourth-order Butter-
worth with a 5 Hz cutoff).

Figure 2. Hand movement kinematics, parallel. A, Actual hand-position coordinates (X, Y ) from baseline error-clamp (black), early-
adapt (gold), late-adapt (red), and catch (blue) trials for example resistive (Monkey I, left column) and assistive (Monkey N, right column)
recording sessions. Note that 1.5 cm start (yellow circle) and end (red circle) targets centered at �5 and �5 cm produce a position
workspace span of �5.75 to 5.75 cm. Position data cover the entire trial duration, including hold periods. B, Mean parallel hand position
(Pp)trajectorieswereplottedversustimeforthesametrials.Redarrowsdepicttheperturbationstartposition.Graylinesshowapproximate
perturbation start and end times. C, D, Mean hand velocity (Vp) and acceleration (Ap) traces are shown. In all plots, data represent 10 trials
from each condition except for catch trials (n � 7 resistive, n � 12 assistive). Perturbation parameters and PDs were as follows: resistive
M ��9 N, D � 200 ms, p � 50% (i.e., center of the reach), 270°; assistive M ��7 N, D � 200 ms, p � 35%, 180°.
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Optical encoders at each robot joint acquired hand-position coordi-
nates and were used to display cursor position in real time on the com-
puter screen. Forces applied to the manipulandum were also determined
using a six-degrees-of-freedom transducer (Gamma model; ATI Indus-
trial Automation) mounted at the handle. Hand position ( P), target
position, and applied force were digitized and stored at 200 Hz. Move-
ment direction, velocity ( V), acceleration ( A), and other kinematic vari-
ables were calculated from the stored position data (Roitman et al., 2005;
Pasalar et al., 2006). All analyses were performed using MATLAB soft-
ware (MathWorks).

Data from individual trials were aligned on both movement onset
(defined as velocity �5 cm/s) and perturbation onset for analyses. All
analyses used only the time interval �500 to 1500 ms (relative to move-
ment onset unless specified otherwise), which excluded portions of the
initial and final hold periods. To compare between the eight possible
movement directions, kinematic results were transformed to parallel or
perpendicular coordinates. Movements in the parallel direction were
defined as the shortest path between the start and end targets, whereas
perpendicular movements were normal to this path. A similar transfor-
mation of the forces measured by the manipulandum transducer deter-
mined the hand forces parallel and perpendicular to the direction of

movement. In the analyses and figures, sub-
scripts denote parallel (p) versus perpendicular
(per) movements.

Quantifying kinematic adaptation. Success-
ful trials from the adaptation block were di-
vided into three learning stages: (1) early (first
10 trials); (2) middle (median 10 trials); and
(3) late (final 10 trials). For comparisons, trials
were also sampled from the baseline error-
clamp (final 10 trials) and catch (all true catch
trials) blocks. Catch trials randomly occurring
less than five trials after the previous catch trial
were eliminated from analyses, because the
monkeys often exhibited some adaptation on
closely paired catch trials. Mean traces were
computed for each kinematic parameter and
group of trials (Figs. 2, 3). For each recording
session, mean kinematic traces of the last 10
successful baseline trials were subtracted from
mean early or mean catch traces. The early ver-
sus baseline trials comparison is used to cap-
ture the changes in kinematics evoked by the
perturbation. In the catch versus baseline trials,
comparison is used to reveal the contribution
of adaptation to the kinematics. Correlation
coefficients comparing the similarity of these
difference traces were calculated using
MATLAB.

Single-trial variability was quantified for
each kinematic parameter by computing the
root mean square deviation (RMSD) for the
respective trace relative to the mean of the
traces over the last 10 successful trials in either
baseline or adapt epochs. The RMSD values
were normalized to the range of their respec-
tive mean profile. Learning was quantified by
fitting the normalized RMSD values of the ad-
aptation trials to logarithmic decay functions.
Learning rates were approximated by calculat-
ing the standard time constant (�) of exponen-
tial decay for all significant ( p � 0.05)
logarithmic fits. The lower bound, or asymp-
tote, of each curve was defined as the trial at
which the change in slope was �0.0001. Iden-
tifying this point often required extrapolating
the curve beyond the actual 110 adapt trials.
The time constant (�) is the trial number at
which the curve reached 1/e or �37% of its
maximum range. The same analyses were per-

formed on the simple spike firing rate profiles to determine variability
and learning rates.

Analysis of simple spike firing. A two-step analysis was used to deter-
mine the number of Purkinje cells with significant changes in simple
spike firing and the time course of those changes. For the first step, firing
changes before and during adaptation were quantified by calculating
mean simple spike firing rates from four task-related time windows for
individual trials. Time windows were defined as (1) before movement
onset, (2) before perturbation start, (3) duration of the perturbation, and
(4) post-perturbation end. All four window lengths matched the pertur-
bation duration (e.g., 100, 150, or 200 ms) for each recording session. A
two-way ANOVA (treatment factors were epoch and time window, 10
repetitions from each category, � � 0.05) was used to identify cells with
significant firing changes between early and late adaptation in at least one
of the four time windows. To identify significant predictive firing
changes (i.e., before the perturbation), post hoc Bonferroni’s-corrected
Student’s t tests evaluated mean firing in the first two time windows for
cells with significant ANOVA results. For the second step, we applied the
RMSD analysis outlined above for the kinematics to the simple spike
firing. The RMSD of the simple spike firing profiles for individual trials

Figure 3. Hand-movement kinematics, perpendicular. Mean hand kinematics from baseline error-clamp (black), early-adapt
(gold), late-adapt (red), and catch (blue) trials are plotted versus time for the perpendicular components of position (Pper; A),
velocity (Vper; B), and acceleration (Aper; C). Gray lines show approximate perturbation start and end times. Data are from the same
example trials as the resistive (left column) and assistive (right column) recording sessions shown in Figure 2.
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were compared with the average profile from the last 10 adaptation trials
and the RMSD values fitted to logarithmic functions to model learning
and estimate the time course of the changes.

Simple spike firing data from single trials of a recording session were fit
to linear regression models for movement kinematics. Previous eye and
limb movement studies indicate that Purkinje cells in different regions of
the cerebellar cortex are significantly tuned to kinematic parameters,
such as position, velocity, and acceleration (Marple-Horvat and Stein,
1987; Shidara et al., 1993; Fu et al., 1997; Coltz et al., 1999; Roitman et al.,
2005; Medina and Lisberger, 2009; Hewitt et al., 2011). As described
above, movement kinematics were transformed into parallel or perpen-
dicular coordinates to easily compare between the eight possible move-
ment directions. This provided six kinematic model parameters: position
(Pp, Pper), velocity (Vp, Vper), and acceleration (Ap, Aper). Because these
movement parameters were often correlated, we examined each param-
eter in isolation by regressing against the firing residuals (FRs), which
removed the firing variability associated with the other five parameters.
The FRs for a given kinematic parameter were obtained by regressing the
actual instantaneous (i.e., non-averaged) firing (f) from individual trials
against a multilinear model containing the other five parameters. For
example, Equation 2 below was used to acquire the FR needed to evaluate
Pp independently of Pper, Vp, Vper, Ap, and Aper.

f	t) � 	o(�) � 	PperPper(t � �) � 	VpVp(t � �) � 	VperVper(t � �)

� 	ApAp(t � �) � 	AperAper(t � �) � 
(t � �). (2)

The error term 
 is the FR and represents the remaining variability in the
simple spike discharge after everything but Pp is removed. We refer to this
FR as FRPp, in which the subscript denotes the kinematic parameter of
interest. The model parameter 	o denotes baseline firing, and � was
incorporated to estimate the time lead or lag between simple spike firing
and the kinematics. This approach was validated previously with control
regressions to confirm that the FRs contained no information about the
other parameters (Popa et al., 2012). Next, using the simple linear regres-
sion model in Equations 3– 8, the appropriate FRs were regressed to the
individual kinematic parameters:

FRPp(t) � 	o(�) � 	PpPp(t � �) � 
(t � �), (3)

FRPper(t) � 	o(�) � 	PperPper(t � �) � 
(t � �), (4)

FRVp(t) � 	o(�) � 	VpVp(t � �) � 
(t � �), (5)

FRVper(t) � 	o(�) � 	VperVper(t � �) � 
(t � �), (6)

FRAp(t) � 	o(�) � 	ApAp(t � �) � 
(t � �), (7)

FRAper(t) � 	o(�) � 	AperAper(t � �) � 
(t � �). (8)

For each set of regressions, the value of the timing variable � shifted in 20
ms bins from �500 to 500 ms (Pasalar et al., 2006; Hewitt et al., 2011;
Popa et al., 2012) to assess the time lead or lag between neural firing and
movement kinematics. Negative values (i.e., � 
 0) indicate that firing
leads, or predicts, movement kinematics in a feedforward (FF) manner,
whereas positive values (i.e., � � 0) indicate the firing lags, or provides
feedback (FB), about movement kinematics. Therefore, 51 individual
regressions were performed, resulting in 51 different values of �. Note
that the same � value associated with a simple linear regression result
(Eqs. 3– 8) was used to calculate the associated FRs.

Temporal profiles were generated comparing the coefficients of deter-
mination (R 2 values) or regression coefficients (	 values) to the 51 �
values. The � value at which an R 2 profile was maximal was selected as the
optimal �, and the corresponding 	 values were used for analyses. For
some analyses, both an FF and FB � value were selected as optimal if both
results were significant. All regression analyses were based on single trials,
not averaged data. Averaging firing across trials will inflate R 2 values
because the natural variation across trial repetitions (i.e., noise) is effec-
tively aggregated within the estimate of the variability caused by the
signal (Kenney, 1979). Therefore, the R 2 values reported in this study

may appear smaller than those in studies using average firing, but the R 2

values must be understood in the context that the analyses were based on
single-trial data. Significance was tested at each � using the F statistic with
the degrees of freedom determined by the number of observations. Type
1 error rate was � � 0.05. We imposed an additional threshold of R 2 �
0.02 for a significant fit (Popa et al., 2012).

Analysis of complex spike firing. Complex spike waveforms were man-
ually identified and discriminated from all trials of the raw, unfiltered
electrophysiological data (recorded at 32 kHz) looking for characteristic
waveform features that included a large spike amplitude followed by
spikelets and a characteristic pause in simple spike firing. A custom
MATLAB graphical user interface recorded the time stamp for each se-
lected peak spike. Only Purkinje cells for which the complex spikes could
be accurately discriminated throughout the entire baseline error-clamp
and adapt epochs (Fig. 1 B, C) were included in analyses. Although arbi-
trary, we elected to include in the complex spike analysis only Purkinje
cells in which there was confidence in the discrimination. Although com-
plex spikes were identified in every Purkinje cell recording, it was not
always possible to accurately discriminate the complex spike throughout
the entire set of baseline and adapt trials. The analysis goal was to deter-
mine whether complex spike firing was modulated relative to baseline
spontaneous firing either in relation to movement onset or in response to
the mechanical perturbation during adaptation. This analysis was con-
ducted for all trials in the adapt epoch. We also performed the analysis for
early adaptation (defined as the first 30 trials) and late adaption (defined
as the last 30 trials of the adaptation epoch). Similar to simple spike firing
analyses (see above), single trials were aligned on movement onset or
perturbation onset and binned into task-related time windows. Because
we varied the duration of the perturbation for each experimental session,
the duration of the time windows equaled the perturbation time duration
(100, 150, or 200 ms), of that session. Mean complex spike firing rates
within baseline, movement-related, and perturbation-related time win-
dows were calculated for each trial (see Fig. 15A). Baseline complex firing
was determined across three consecutive time windows that ended before
the first of two movement-related windows. The two movement-related
windows were aligned on movement onset, one before and the other after
movement onset. The three perturbation-related time windows included
a window aligned on and after perturbation onset and followed by two
consecutive windows. For each cell, the complex spike firing in the move-
ment and perturbation windows were compared with the baseline firing.
We identified cells with significant (� � 0.05) complex spike firing mod-
ulation using an ANOVA that treated the three baseline windows as
repeated measures. For those cells with significant modulation, a post hoc
Bonferroni’s-corrected Student’s t test (� � 0.01) was used to compare
the complex spike firing in the baseline (firing in the three baseline time
windows were combined) against the firing in the movement- and
perturbation-related windows.

Results
The behavioral and Purkinje cell firing data were collected during
the baseline and adapt epochs, in which the error clamp was
applied to minimize variability and errors in the perpendicular
direction. The only trials not error clamped were those used to
define the simple spike PD. Behavioral kinematics and simple
spike firing were successfully collected during the PD and adapt
epochs for 48 Purkinje cells in Monkey N and 93 cells in Monkey
I. Of these 141 Purkinje cells, 121 were also recorded during the
baseline error-clamp epoch.

Perturbations produce adaptive changes in behavior
Hand kinematics demonstrated adaptation to both the resistive
and assistive perturbations. Hand-position traces (X vs Y; Fig.
2A) reveal the effectiveness of the error clamp in producing very
repeatable movements that cross the entire parallel workspace
but use only a small portion of the perpendicular workspace. As
desired, most kinematic variability occurs parallel to the direc-
tion of movement rather than perpendicularly (compare Figs. 2,
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3, noting differences in the y-axes). For a resistive recording ses-
sion, the hand mostly overshoots the end target (red circle) dur-
ing catch trials (blue). Conversely, for an assistive force, the
monkey’s hand barely reached the end target center when the
assistive perturbation was removed unexpectedly.

Perturbation effects and learning are apparent in the plots of
mean parallel position versus time (Pp; Fig. 2B). Baseline error-
clamp trials (black) display smooth transitions from �5 to 5 cm
for both examples. During early-adapt trials (gold), the pertur-
bation disrupts the baseline pattern. The perturbation is a bell-
shaped pulse, resulting in a delay between the perturbation start
(red arrows) and the maximal magnitude (and thus behavioral
changes). Resistive perturbations delay reaching the target (i.e.,
the hand “undershoots” the target), so that a quick catch-up
movement is needed to intercept the target before time expires.
The catch-up movement after the perturbation is evident in the
early-adapt velocity trace (Vp; Fig. 2C). With learning, the mean
late-adapt traces (red) again closely resemble baseline conditions
and target interception is efficient. Catch trial (blue) changes also
confirm that adaptation occurred. The monkey clearly over-
shoots the target in catch Pp profiles and must move backward
into the target as illustrated by the negative portion of the catch
Vp trace at �400 ms. Comparisons of the early-adapt and catch
trial profiles at this point show that they are approximately equal
in magnitude but oppositely signed. This demonstrates afteref-
fects, which indicate that the monkey learned the specific pertur-
bation parameters. Acceleration changes (Ap; Fig. 2D) are also
evident. In both early and late adapt, the resistive perturbation
immediately produces a large negative acceleration. This requires
the monkey to reverse toward positive accelerations more quickly
than in the baseline trials. In contrast, catch trials remain at neg-
ative acceleration for a longer time interval than even the baseline
trials.

In the assistive perturbation, adaptation is opposite that of the
resistive perturbation but has the same general properties. Paral-
lel position traces (Pp; Fig. 2B) show that, during early adapt, the
perturbation causes the hand to overshoot the target. Adaptation
leads to efficient target interception, and the late-adapt trace
closely resembles baseline. Catch trials expose the learning, in
that the hand undershoots the target and must make a quick
catch-up movement that is evident in the velocity trace at �500
ms (Vp; Fig. 2C). Comparing the early-adapt and catch trials
reveals opposite acceleration patterns (Ap; Fig. 2D) as the hand
approaches the target. Therefore, aftereffects attributable to ad-
aptation can be identified in all of the kinematic profiles.

Perpendicular movement kinematics occur on much smaller
scales than their parallel counterparts (Fig. 3). Like parallel kine-
matics, the perturbation causes the early-adapt traces (gold) to
deviate from baseline in all measures (Pper, Vper, and Aper) for
both the resistive and assistive conditions. However, in contrast,
learning does not result in the kinematics returning to their base-
line profiles. Late-adapt traces instead often resemble mean early-
adapt profiles. Catch trial responses are opposite that of late adapt
in some cases (e.g., compare Vper from 250 –500 ms), but the
response is often not proportional in magnitude.

Differences within a single recording session between mean
baseline and late-adaptation profiles (n � 10 trials) were quanti-
fied by calculating the RMSD for all six kinematic parameters.
The mean percentage changes across the population were low for
the parallel movements (Pp � 1.7%, Vp � 3.1%, Ap � 3.7%)
compared with perpendicular movements (Pper � 22.3%, Vper �
8.1%, and Aper � 6.8%), again confirming that movement adap-
tation primarily occurred in the parallel direction. Importantly,

this analysis shows that the final adapted movement kinematics
closely resemble the original movement.

To specifically address learning during the adapt epoch, we
assessed how single-trial kinematics progressed toward a final
reaching pattern that efficiently intercepted the target despite the
perturbation. This final pattern was represented by the mean
position (Pp, Pper), velocity (Vp, Vper), and acceleration (Ap, Aper)
traces of late-adapt trials (Figs. 2, 3, red traces). RMSD measures
compared each successful adapt trial (i.e., only trials in which the
target was intercepted) to the mean late-adapt traces. Results
from the example resistive recording session were fit to logarith-
mic functions (Fig. 4A) and reveal that the monkey quickly
adapted toward the final parallel kinematic patterns (p 
 0.001
for parameters Pp, Vp, and Ap). Across all recording sessions,
there were more instances of significant learning for the parallel
parameters (n � 73 Pp, n � 90 Vp, and n � 84 Ap) than the
perpendicular parameters (n � 42 Pper, n � 64 Vper, and n � 61
Aper). Significant adaptation (p � 0.05) occurred in 87.0% (120
of 138) of the sessions in at least one parameter. This left only
13.0% (18 of 138) of the recording sessions without evidence of
significant learning using this one measure. The majority of non-
adapting sessions used an assistive perturbation (11 of 18). Also,
continuous adaptation without a plateau or late changes in
reaching patterns occasionally produced RMSD results that
did not fit a logarithmic function and may explain why several
sessions did not reach significance despite identifiable changes
in the kinematics.

We further quantified the rate of learning by calculating the
standard time constants (�) of exponential decay (see Materials
and Methods) for each parameter in a recording session with
significant adaptation (note that the units of � are numbers of
trials). The gray arrows in Figure 4A indicate the trial number at
which the time constant � is reached for the example data (Pp �
20, Vp � 19, and Ap � 23). Across all sessions, mean � values were
much lower with smaller SDs for the parallel parameters (� �
13.5 � 2.9 Pp, � � 12.6 � 3.0 Vp, and � � 17.6 � 5.1 Ap; Fig. 4B)
compared with the perpendicular parameters (� � 40.1 � 7.2
Pper, � � 24.8 � 7.6 Vper, and � � 25.8 � 7.9 Aper; Fig. 4C). All �
values from position, velocity, and acceleration were grouped by
parallel versus perpendicular movement direction for compari-
son. The � distributions suggest that learning occurred more
quickly in parallel movement directions (Student’s t test, t(389) �
�18.87, p 
 0.001). Therefore, the majority of the adaptation
took place along the parallel movement direction and occurred at
a faster rate. This result is not unexpected because the perturba-
tion acts in the parallel direction and adapting to the perturbation
requires more extensive changes in the parallel than perpendicu-
lar direction. Additionally, the error clamp limited movements in
the perpendicular direction and reduced the extent to which the
animals had to control or attend to perpendicularly directed
movements. Given that the changes are slower and less extensive
along the perpendicular direction, we focused on adaptation par-
allel to the direction of movement.

Finally, we evaluated adaptation aftereffects by contrasting
early-adapt and catch trial kinematics. We reasoned that learning
should effectively remove the effects of the early perturbation
on the movement kinematics by counterbalancing the perturba-
tion. In this reasoning, early-adaptation trials exhibit the pertur-
bation effects before learning. The catch trials should reveal the
contribution of adaptation to the kinematics. For each recording
session, mean baseline kinematic traces (Figs. 2, 3) were sub-
tracted from mean early or mean catch traces to construct mean
difference traces. These difference traces emphasize how early-
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adapt (gold) or catch (blue) kinematics differ from baseline
(black). The example data from a resistive session show that dif-
ference traces for the parallel kinematic parameters (Fig. 5A) are
nearly equal and opposite in magnitude over time, whereas the
perpendicular difference traces (Fig. 5C) are less correlated. Cor-
relation coefficients (�) quantify these observations, with mean
correlation coefficients less than �0.6 for the parallel parameters
Pp, Vp, and Ap (Fig. 5B). In contrast, the correlation coefficients
for Pper, Vper, and Aper are all approximately 0 (Fig. 5D). Corre-
lation coefficients from all the parameters were grouped by
movement direction. A Student’s t test comparing the parallel
versus perpendicular correlation coefficients confirmed that the
means were significantly different (t(586) � �19.73, p 
 0.001).
Repeating the correlation coefficient analyses with time shifts
between the two difference traces did not significantly alter the
outcomes (data not shown). Again, these results imply that the
majority of learning was in the parallel direction of movement
and that adaptation involved precisely matching the effects of the
perturbation on arm kinematics.

Perturbations produce adaptive changes in simple
spike firing
Each of the 141 Purkinje cells recorded during this task exhibited
distinct firing modulation. To illustrate this, simple spike firing
responses from four different Purkinje cells (one assistive and
one resistive perturbation from each monkey) are plotted for
consecutive baseline and adaptation trials versus time (Fig. 6).
Qualitative analyses of the firing discharge show that each Pur-
kinje cell is tuned to movement, with increases or decreases in
firing activity around movement onset (left vertical line). After

the perturbation is introduced, progressive changes in Purkinje
cell firing rates occur that remain through late adaptation. The
four cells chosen illustrate the diversity of firing and adaptation
observed across Purkinje cells.

The first Purkinje cell (Fig. 6A) demonstrates distinct in-
creased firing across all key movement time periods during ad-
aptation to a resistive perturbation. Firing before movement
onset (left vertical line, t � 0 s) increases quickly, from little to no
firing (
10 Hz) in the baseline epoch to tonic firing (�60 Hz)
during the adapt epoch. In the baseline epoch, there are only two
“bands” of increased firing occurring after movement onset and
what will be the perturbation start time (middle vertical line).
After exposure to the perturbation, overall firing rates in these
two bands also increase. In the first trial of early adapt, a third
band of peak firing appears after the perturbation ends (right
vertical line) and continues to increase with adaptation.

In contrast, a second Purkinje cell (Fig. 6B) decreases its over-
all mean firing with adaptation to an assistive perturbation. With
adaptation, the duration of the decrease in firing just before
movement onset increases and another period of decreased firing
after the perturbation ends (right vertical line) becomes more
pronounced. Perturbation exposure also delays the peak firing of
this cell by �150 ms, shifting the timing from just after move-
ment onset in the baseline trials to during the perturbation in
late-adapt trials.

A third Purkinje cell (Fig. 6C) shows only weak modulation
during the baseline trials. Throughout adaptation, firing in-
creases in three bands. The first band is centered on movement
onset, the second corresponds with the start of the perturbation,
and the third band occurs at �750 ms after perturbation when

Figure 4. Kinematic learning and adaptation rates. A, RMSD measures compared individual adapt trial kinematics to the corresponding mean late-adapt trace. RMSDs by trial number are plotted
for the parallel kinematic parameters position (Pp), velocity (Vp), and acceleration (Ap) of the example assistive recording session (Fig. 2). Logarithmic fits (gray lines) and p values are provided. Gray
arrows indicate the trial number in which the standard time constant of exponential decay (�) was reached. Histograms show the distributions of � values for the parallel (B) or perpendicular (C)
components of position, velocity, and acceleration. Means � SDs of the time constants are shown for each histogram.
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the target is intercepted. The changes begin in the early-adapt
epoch, shortly after the perturbation is first experienced. Similar
to the first cell (Fig. 6A), this cell also demonstrates increased
background firing before movement onset.

Simple spike firing for a fourth Purkinje cell (Fig. 6D) exhibits
large changes before movement onset. The background firing
steadily increases after initial exposure to the perturbation and
remains elevated in the late-adaptation trials. Closer inspection
of early- versus late-adapt trials reveals that the period of de-
creased firing after movement onset shortens with adaptation, so
that the blue band narrows slightly, again demonstrating time-
sensitive changes in the simple spike firing.

RMSD calculations comparing baseline mean firing profiles with
that of late adaptation across the entire movement period confirm
sizable changes in the simple spike discharge, showing that the firing
profile changed an average of 25.3 � 11.8% for all 141 Purkinje cells.
However, as mentioned above, movement kinematics in parallel po-
sition, velocity, or acceleration only changed by 1.7, 3.1, or 3.7%,
respectively, suggesting that large simple spike firing changes across
the population are required to adapt to a transient perturbation.
Therefore, any changes in encoding sensitivity to the kinematic pa-
rameters truly reflect changes in the Purkinje cells and not simply an
alteration in the movements.

Within individual cells, the firing analyses first tested for signifi-
cant simple spike firing change with adaptation. We divided the
simple spike firing into four task-related time windows: (1) before
movement onset (left vertical line); (2) before perturbation start
(middle vertical line); (3) duration of the perturbation; and (4) post-
perturbation end (right vertical line). Time window duration
matched the perturbation duration (e.g., 100, 150, or 200 ms) for the
recording session of that cell. The first window provided a measure

of the background firing, and the other three windows focused on
the firing in relation to the perturbation. The mean simple spike
firing from each time window was compared across 10 trials each of
early versus late adaptation (two-factor ANOVA with repeated mea-
sures, � � 0.05). All four example Purkinje cells (Fig. 6) showed
significant changes in the mean firing rates between early and late
adaptation (Purkinje cells A, B, and D are all p 
 0.0001, C is p �
0.016). Across the population, 56.0% (79 of 141) of Purkinje cells
demonstrated significant firing changes between the early- and late-
adapt epochs. For these Purkinje cells, post hoc Student’s t tests (Bon-
ferroni’s corrected) found that the simple spike firing of 58.2% (46 of
79) cells specifically changed before the perturbation (i.e., changes
occurred before the perturbation in window 1, window 2, or both
windows 1 and 2). This corresponded to 36.7% (29 of 79) neurons
with significant changes before movement onset (window 1) and
40.5% (32 of 79) before the perturbation start (window 2). All sub-
sequent simple spike firing analyses were restricted to these 79 sig-
nificant Purkinje cells.

To compare rates of firing adaptation with those of kinematic
adaptation, we similarly calculated the RMSD between each trial of
adaptation and a final firing pattern that was modeled as the mean of
the final 10 late-adapt trials. Results for the four example Purkinje
cells were modeled by logarithmic functions (p 
 0.001 for all four
neurons) and demonstrate that the firing activity also exhibits pro-
gressive changes with learning in the same manner as the ki-
nematics (Fig. 7). This type of adaptation was found to be
significant ( p 
 0.05) in 53.2% (42 of 79) of Purkinje cells with
significant firing changes. Again, continuous adaptation with-
out a plateau or late changes in the firing patterns produced
RMSD results that were not fit by a logarithmic function and

Figure 5. Kinematics precisely adapt to perturbations. Mean baseline kinematic traces were subtracted from mean early (black) or catch (light gray) traces to emphasize kinematic changes
attributable to the perturbations. A, Resultant difference traces for parallel kinematic parameters position (Pp), velocity (Vp), or acceleration (Ap) are plotted versus time for the example for an
assistive perturbation. The shortened time interval (0 – 0.75 s) primarily covers the reaching period. B, Histograms show correlation coefficients resulting from comparison of the two difference
traces. All sessions with successfully recorded baseline, adaptation, and catch trials were included (n�98). C, D, Similar difference traces and correlation coefficient histograms (n�98) are included
for the perpendicular kinematic parameters position (Pper), velocity (Vper), and acceleration (Aper). For each histogram, the means � SDs of the correlation coefficients are shown.
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explain why the firing adaptation in many neurons did not
reach significance.

We further quantified the rate of firing adaptation by cal-
culating the standard time constant (�) of exponential decay
(see Materials and Methods) for all recording sessions with
significant firing adaptation as measured by the RMSD. The
gray arrows in Figure 7A–D indicate the trial number at which
the time constant � is reached for the example data (A � 30,
B � 29, C � 51, and D � 17). The distribution of � values for
all Purkinje cells with significant RMSD logarithmic fits is

provided (Fig. 7E). The mean � value of 29.7 � 10.6 is much
greater than mean � values for the kinematics (Fig. 4), showing
that firing adaptation occurs more slowly and follows kine-
matic adaptation.

Changes in simple spike firing with movement kinematics
Previous studies show that Purkinje cell simple spike activity is
correlated with effector kinematics at various leads and lags (He-
witt et al., 2011). Therefore, we hypothesized that one mecha-
nism of firing adaptation would be to change the sensitivity

Figure 6. Simple spike firing responses. Recorded simple spikes were converted to instantaneous firing rates, aligned on movement onset (t � 0), and plotted versus time for four example
Purkinje cells. Rows below the horizontal black line depict baseline data, whereas rows above chronologically show firing from all successful adaptation trials. Vertical lines depict movement onset
(left), mean perturbation start (middle), and mean perturbation end (right). Perturbation parameters and PDs were as follows: Monkey I: (A) M ��9 N, D � 200 ms, p � 50%, 270°; (B) M ��9
N, D � 150 ms, p � 35%, 225 o; Monkey N: (C) M � �9 N, D � 200 ms, p � 50%, 135°; (D) M � �7 N, D � 200 ms, p � 35%, 180°. M, Magnitude; D, duration; P, start position.
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and/or timing to a kinematic parameter. We evaluated firing
modulation using linear regression models that fit the simple
spike firing from individual trials to the six kinematic parameters
(Pp, Pper, Vp, Vper, Ap, and Aper) in isolation by regressing against
the FR after removing the firing variability associated with the five
other parameters (see Materials and Methods). The models (Eqs.
3–8) included a timing variable � that estimated the time lead (�
0)
or lag (� � 0) between neural firing and kinematics.

Plots of the R2 profiles for three example Purkinje cells during
adaptation show that both simple spike sensitivity and timing are
altered with adaptation (Fig. 8). During baseline, cell A shows dual
encoding for Pp, with R2 profile peaks at both FF (gray asterisks) and
FB (black asterisks) times. Over the course of adaptation, the profile
changes to only FB coding with a decrease in the Pp R2. Example cell
B also demonstrates a timing shift with learning from significant
simple spike modulation at FB times to purely FF modulation. In
contrast, Purkinje cell C exhibits a much more stable R 2 pro-
file from baseline to late adapt. In all three examples, the
parallel component of the kinematic parameter accounts for
most of the variability in the simple spike firing. Together, these
examples illustrate that the sensitivity and timing of the simple spike
firing kinematic parameter encoding changes with adaptation.

Therefore, we evaluated which of the kinematic parameters de-
scribed the most firing variability (i.e., parameter with largest R2

value for each Purkinje cell) for each phase of adaptation (Fig. 9).
Across all epochs, the dominant parameters were Pp and Vp. Inter-

estingly, Figure 9 shows that early learning
involves an increase in the position encod-
ing that gradually decreases by late learning
[X2(2, N � 88) � 17.63, p 
 0.001]. Post hoc
analyses verified that the counts in early
learning [X2(1, N � 35) � 11.78, p 
 0.001]
and mid-learning [X2(1, N � 30) � 5.32,
p � 0.021] increase from baseline. Con-
versely, velocity encoding trends toward a
decrease in early learning and then regains
prominence in late learning, but this did not
attain significance. These shifts in position
and velocity sensitivity are discussed further
below (see Changes in simple spike timing).
Furthermore, it is obvious that only a few
Purkinje cells exhibit a perpendicular kine-
matic dominant parameter regardless of ep-
och [X2(3, N � 305) � 127.79, p 
 0.001].
Example R2 profiles from Figure 8 also sug-
gest that the simple spike firing is poorly
modulated with the perpendicular kine-
matic parameters. An additional analysis of
all significant R2 values (whether the domi-
nant parameter or not) revealed that simple
spike discharge was much more strongly
correlated with the parallel than the perpen-
dicular kinematics (data not shown). There-
fore, we focus the remaining analyses of
changes in simple spike sensitivity and tim-
ing on evaluation of the parallel kinematics.

Variability during baseline movements
versus adaptation
We also analyzed the motor behavior and
simple spike firing variability during base-
line versus adaptation movements, testing
the hypothesis that the variability should be

significantly less during baseline trials than during adaptation trials.
It needs to be stressed that the animals demonstrate nearly constant
learning, modifying their performance from trial to trial as needed.
For example, when the paradigm switches from the non-error-
clamp trials used to determine the simple spike firing PD to the
baseline error-clamp trials (Fig. 1), there are initially large movement
changes as the animal adapts to the error clamp (data not shown).
Therefore, testing the hypothesis required comparing the variability
during a period of stable baseline movements with movements dur-
ing a period of adaptation. To do this, we determined the RMSD of
the kinematic parameters and the simple spike firing profile for the
last 20 trials of the baseline error clamp and the first 20 trials of the
adapt epoch relative to the mean of the last 10 successful baseline
trials. The baseline variability was significantly less than during the
early-adapt trials for the simple spike firing (firing, 0.19 � 0.07 vs
0.23 � 0.10, t(1362) � �16.75, p 
 0.0001) and each kinematic pa-
rameter (Pp, 0.04�0.02 vs 0.06�0.02, t(1362) ��25.34, p
0.0001;
Vp, 0.03 � 0.01 vs 0.06 � 0.02, t(1362) � �47.77, p 
 0.0001; and Ap,
0.06 � 0.021 vs 0.14 � 0.06, t(1362) � �53.85, p 
 0.0001). There-
fore, as predicted, variability in both kinematics and simple spike
firing increases during periods of adaptation.

Changes in parameter sensitivity
For many individual Purkinje cells, the 	 coefficients changed
progressively with learning. To identify changes, we compared
regression results from individual Purkinje cells. To be consid-

Figure 7. Simple spike firing learning and adaptation rates. RMSD measures compared individual adapt trial firing to the
corresponding mean late-adapt trace. A–D, RMSD by trial number are plotted for the four example Purkinje cells from Figure 6.
Logarithmic fits (gray lines) and p values are provided. Gray arrows indicate the trial number at which the standard time constant
of exponential decay (�) was reached. E, The distribution of firing time constants (�) is shown for Purkinje cells with significant
logarithmic fits (n � 42), along with the mean � SD.
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ered “tuned” to a parameter, a Purkinje cell needed a significant
peak at all four epochs of the adaptation period: (1) baseline; (2)
early adapt; (3) middle adapt; and (4) late adapt. From the pop-
ulation of 79 cells with significant firing changes, 87.3% (69 of 79)
met this requirement for at least one parameter, testifying to the
robust parameter representation. If 	 confidence intervals from
the baseline and late-adapt epochs overlapped, we determined
there was no change in 	 values with adaptation. Otherwise, 	
values for that Purkinje cell and parameter were grouped as in-
creasing or decreasing.

Figure 10A–C shows the changes in 	 values across the four
epochs for nine example cells that were grouped as increasing (inc;
column 1), no change (nc; column 2), or decreasing (dec; column 3).
The number of cells with these three profiles for each of the parallel
kinematic parameters is in Figure 10D. A majority of Purkinje cells
were tuned to the parameters Pp and/or Vp, with 37 Purkinje cells
having a change in sensitivity (increase or decrease) to Pp with learn-
ing and 44 Purkinje cells having a change in sensitivity to Vp. As the
Pp examples illustrate, an increase or decrease in the 	 values could
result in a sign change (e.g., Pp increases from negative to positive) or
simply a magnitude change (e.g., Pp dec). Sign changes were found in
20% (4 of 20) Pp inc, 11.8% (2 of 17) Pp dec, 36.8% (7 of 19) Vp inc,
28.0% (7 of 25) Vp dec, 100% (8 of 8) Ap inc, and 53% (7 of 13) of the
Ap dec grouped Purkinje cells. The change in the sign of the 	 for a
parameter shows that the nature of the encoding can switch with
adaptation. Overall, the changes in simple spike sensitivity for spe-
cific parameters demonstrate that a substantial reassignment of ki-
nematic encoding occurs in a large fraction of individual Purkinje
cells.

The next step assessed the changes in simple spike sensitivity
with learning across the population of Purkinje cells. In addition
to determining the simple spike encoding with kinematics during

the baseline and adapt epochs, we also asked whether there is a net
shift in the number of Purkinje cells or kinematic signals with
learning. Therefore, we plotted the distributions of the peak R 2

values from all significant regression results across baseline and
early-, middle-, and late-adaptation epochs for each parameter
(Fig. 11). The mean R 2 values (top of each column) indicate that
Purkinje cells are most sensitive to Pp and Vp (Pp � 0.09 � 0.07,
Vp � 0.09 � 0.07) and that Ap explains much less of the firing
variability (Ap � 0.05 � 0.03). The shapes of the distributions are
approximately equivalent for both FF (white bars) and FB (gray
bars) regression results. We also examined adaptive changes in
parameter sensitivity in the population of Purkinje cells. For Pp,
Vp, and Ap, the 	 values appear normally distributed, with the
exception of almost no 	 values near 0 (Fig. 12). This occurs
because the plots only include significant regression results and 	
values around 0 are typically not significant (see Materials and
Methods). There are no significant changes in the 	 values among
epochs, including baseline versus late learning (F(1,508) � 0, NS),
indicating that learning did not cause a net shift in the simple
spike sensitivity to kinematics.

The number of Purkinje cells with significant fits (numbers in
parentheses) is greater for the FB than the FF timing across all
parameters and epochs [X 2(3, N � 1063) � 11.55, p � 0.009].
Also, there is a significant difference in 	 values for FF versus FB
timing (F(1,508) � 31.16, p 
 0.001). In both the early and late Pp

distributions, FF 	 values (white) have more negative values than
FB 	 values (gray), whereas the values for parameters Vp and Ap

tend to be equal, based on Tukey–Kramer post hoc comparisons
(p 
 0.05 for Pp). Therefore, across the population of Purkinje
cells, position and velocity encoding dominates and adaptation
does not result in large net changes in kinematic encoding except
for a shift in modulation with Pp in early and late adaptation.

Figure 8. Example temporal profiles. Temporal profiles compared the coefficients of determination (R 2 values) to the time constant values (�) used in the regression analyses. Profiles
demonstrating time shifts from FF to FB (A), FB to FF (B), or no change (C) were generated for three different Purkinje cells significantly tuned to Pp, Vp, and Ap, respectively. Rows depict the task
epochs baseline, early, middle, and late adaptation. Asterisks indicate significant FF (gray) or FB (black) � peaks.
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Simple spike modulation with force
Given the extensive evidence that Purkinje cell simple spike firing
encodes kinematics across a wide range of behaviors, our analyses
focused on kinematics (Stone and Lisberger, 1990; Gomi et al.,
1998; Roitman et al., 2005; Pasalar et al., 2006; Hewitt et al., 2011;
Dash et al., 2013). In the present results, the prevalence of signif-
icant position and velocity modulation in the simple spike firing
is consistent with those previous findings. The firing of a smaller
number of Purkinje cells is modulated with acceleration that
could reflect kinematic or force encoding. Distinguishing be-
tween these two possibilities proved difficult because the average
correlation between acceleration and force parallel to the direc-
tion of movement is extremely high for both baseline error-
clamp (0.95 � 0.03) and adapt (0.72 � 0.19) trials. Therefore, the
simple spike acceleration signals observed in some Purkinje cells
could represent force modulation. However, the amount of sim-
ple spike activity that could be attributed to force is limited by the
overall weak encoding of acceleration (Fig. 11). Overall, the re-
sults show that the dominant changes in simple spike modulation
occur in the kinematic representations.

Comparison of simple spike adaptation for resistive versus
assistive perturbations
In the oculomotor vermis, simple spike adaptation occurs for an
increase but not a decrease in smooth pursuit gain (Dash et al.,
2013). These findings raise the question whether resistive and
assistive perturbations have a differential effect on simple spike
adaptation. Additional analyses compared the simple spike firing
changes occurring during resistive versus assistive perturbations.

For the 79 Purkinje cells, the number of
neurons with significant simple spike ad-
aptation did not differ for assistive (n �
41) and resistive (n � 38) perturbations
[X 2(1, N � 141) � 0.29, p � NS]. Con-
tingency analyses also evaluated whether
resistive versus assistive perturbations
changed the frequency of increases, de-
creases, or no change in firing sensitivity
(i.e., 	) for Pp, Vp, and Ap (Fig. 10). There
were no significant differences for Pp

[X 2(2, N � 53) � 1.46, p � NS] and Ap

[X 2(2, N � 34) � 0.22, p � NS]. How-
ever, there was an increase in the number
of cells with a decrease in sensitivity or no
change that bordered on significance for
Vp [X 2(2, N � 61) � 6.0, p � 0.05].
Therefore, simple spike firing adaptation
occurred equally with both resistive and
assistive perturbations and with only mi-
nor differences in the kinematic signaling
for the two types of perturbations.

Changes in simple spike timing
As illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, the tim-
ing of the kinematic encoding shifted with
learning. To further examine for timing
changes in the population, we determined
the kinematic parameter that described
the most firing variability (dominant pa-
rameter), including significant peaks at ei-
ther FF or FB timing (Fig. 13). At FB
timing (right column), perturbation ex-
posure in early adapt brings about a sig-

nificant increase in cells in which Pp is the dominant parameter
[X 2(2, N � 87) � 8.52, p � 0.014] and a decrease in the number
of cells in which Vp is dominant [X 2(2, N � 95) � 6.35, p �
0.042]. Post hoc analyses revealed that the significant differences
arose in early adaptation for both Pp [X 2(1, N � 33) � 6.32, p �
0.012] and Vp [X 2(1, N � 26) � 4.44, p � 0.035]. At FF timing
(left column), there is a nonsignificant trend toward an increase
in the number of cells in which Pp is dominant during middle
adapt [X 2(2, N � 65) � 5.65, p � 0.059]. There were fewer cells
in which Ap was the dominant parameter, with no significant
changes during adaptation. The shifts in the timing of position
and velocity encoding may be neural correlates of the psycho-
physical observation that, in adapting to novel force fields, the
motor system uses a combination of position and velocity primitives
that shifts over the course of learning (Sing et al., 2009).

To further quantify changes in the timing sensitivity from indi-
vidual cells, we computed for each parameter the differences be-
tween baseline and late-adapt optimal � values (i.e., � producing the
maximal R2 peak). A “substantial” shift in the � value was arbitrarily
defined as 100 ms. The differences were then tallied by kinematic
parameter into five groups: (1) change in � from FB to FF; (2) FF shift
in �; (3) no significant change; (4) FB shift in �; or (5) change in �
from FF to FB (Fig. 14). Across the three kinematic parameters, at
least one-third of the Purkinje cell � values demonstrate a substantial
shift that changes sign from baseline to late adapt [Pp � 33.0% (18 of
54); Vp � 35.5% (22 of 62); Ap � 37.0% (20 of 54)]. Changes toward
FF and FB � values are similar for Pp [FF � 37.0% (20 of 54), FB �
35.2% (19 of 54)], but more Purkinje cells shift or change sign to-
ward predictive FF � values for Vp and Ap [Vp: FF�33.9% (21 of 62),

Figure 9. Dominant parameter, all � peaks. The kinematic parameter describing the most firing variability (i.e., greatest R 2

value) was identified for each Purkinje cell across all six kinematic parameters, Pp, Pper, Vp, Vper, Ap, and Aper, during adaptation to
the perturbation. Results were binned across the task epochs of baseline, early, middle, and late adaptation.
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Figure 10. Parameter sensitivity. Regression analyses 	 values from all Purkinje cells with significant firing changes (n�79) were grouped as increasing (inc), no change (nc), or decreasing (dec)
using the 	 confidence intervals from baseline and late-adaptation trials. Example 	 coefficients from different Purkinje cells illustrate adaptive changes in parameter sensitivity for parallel position
Pp (A), parallel velocity Vp (B), and parallel acceleration Ap (C). D, The table indicates the number of Purkinje cells allocated to each group.
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FB � 29.0% (18 of 62); Ap: FF � 38.9% (21 of 54), FB � 31.5% (17
of 54)]. Therefore, shifts in the timing of the parameter encoding are
common for individual cells. However, at the population level, there
is no net change in the FF and FB � values between baseline and late
adapt (FF: F(1,328) � 1.03, NS; FB: F(1,462) � 0, NS, Bonferroni’s
corrected).

Additionally, across all parameters and epochs, FF and FB
signals provide approximately equivalent R 2 values. However,
there are more Purkinje cells with significant tuning at the FB �
values. This differs from random tracking in which the popula-
tion was skewed toward FF � values (Hewitt et al., 2011). Al-
though the emphasis on FB encoding was unexpected, each
experiment involved a new perturbation that may have decreased
the predictability and placed the animals in a learning mode with
a focus on FB signaling.

Complex spike modulation
A major tenet of the role of the cerebellum in motor learning is
based on the Marr–Albus–Ito hypothesis in which complex spike
activation in conjunction with parallel fiber input leads to long-
term depression at parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapses (Marr,
1969; Albus, 1971; Ito et al., 1982). Therefore, we evaluated com-
plex spike modulation during the adapt epoch, with a particular
interest in whether the mechanical perturbation evoked complex
spikes. A total of 49 Purkinje cells were analyzed in which the com-
plex spikes could be identified and discriminated throughout the
baseline and adapt periods (see Materials and Methods). During the
adapt epoch, the complex spike discharge significantly increased
(ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s-corrected Student’s t tests) in 11
Purkinje cells either before movement and/or after movement onset.

Similar movement onset-related complex spike discharge has been
observed during reach movements (Bauswein et al., 1983; Mano et
al., 1986; Ojakangas and Ebner, 1994). The complex spike discharge
of a Purkinje cell that increased firing before and after movement
onset is shown in Figure 15A and the population response in Figure
15B. To evaluate complex spike responses to the perturbation, data
from individual trials were realigned on perturbation onset. The
complex spike firing of 13 Purkinje cells exhibit significant change in
response to the perturbation in one or more of the three perturba-
tion windows. If the analysis is restricted to the first 30 trials of
the adapt epoch, a significant increase in complex spike dis-
charge occurred in five Purkinje cells in one of the three time
windows after perturbation onset. In the last 30 trials of the
adapt period, three Purkinje cells exhibited an increase in
complex spike firing in one of the three perturbation time
windows. Therefore, during the early trials in which the be-
havioral learning occurs (Fig. 4), only 10% (5 of 49) of Pur-
kinje cells had a significant change in complex spike discharge.
The overall weak effect of the perturbation on the complex
spike firing can also be appreciated from the population aver-
ages (Fig. 15C).

Discussion
Adaptation to a mechanical perturbation
The monkeys adapted smoothly to a brief mechanical perturba-
tion during reaching. Late-adaptation kinematic profiles are
smooth and continuous, without any overt evidence of the me-
chanical perturbation regardless of perturbation magnitude, sign
(assistive or resistive), duration, and start position. Catch trials
demonstrate measurable aftereffects, with the movement kine-

Figure 11. Distribution of R 2 values, parallel. Regression analyses R 2 values associated with FF (white) or FB (gray) peak � values were binned for the parallel kinematic model parameters Pp, Vp,
and Ap (columns) across task epochs of baseline, early, middle, and late adaptation (rows). Values in parentheses indicate numbers of Purkinje cells with significant FF (top) or FB (bottom) peaks.
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matics approximately opposite in sign (like a mirror image) to
those produced during early learning (Fig. 2). Aftereffects con-
firm that the learned behavior is not simply an improvement in
reaction time or reflex response. Instead, the motor system is
generating FF commands that effectively counteract the kine-
matic disturbances produced by the perturbation as found in
adaptation studies of grasp (Dugas and Smith, 1992; Flanagan
and Wing, 1997; Nowak et al., 2007) and reach (Shadmehr and
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Krakauer et al., 2000; Scheidt et al., 2000;
Richter et al., 2004).

Learning occurs in the direction of movement (i.e., parallel
direction) rather than perpendicular to the movement. Con-
straining learning to the direction of movement and limiting
kinematic errors with the error clamp were essential, as the sim-
ple spike discharge is highly tuned to kinematic errors (Popa et
al., 2012). Importantly, kinematics before and after learning are
highly similar, particularly along the parallel direction. In many
learning paradigms, the adapted movements differ from the orig-
inal baseline movements, including during saccadic adaptation
(Catz et al., 2008; Kojima et al., 2010), smooth pursuit learning
(Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Medina and Lisberger, 2009), and
vestibulo-ocular reflex adaptation (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978;
Miles et al., 1980; Raymond and Lisberger, 1997). Similarly, clas-
sical conditioning involves the development of a “new” condi-

tioned response (Koekkoek et al., 2003; Jirenhed et al., 2007), and
adaptation to a new visuomotor gain alters reach amplitude (Oja-
kangas and Ebner, 1992). The high degree of similarity before and
after adaptation allowed a direct evaluation of changes in simple
spike kinematic encoding not confounded by differing move-
ment kinematics.

Simple spike changes to parameter sensitivity
Regression models based on individual trials without averaging
confirm that Purkinje cells in lobules IV–VI of the intermediate
and neighboring lateral zones are highly sensitive to movement
kinematics. Across the population and for individual cells, Pp and
Vp had the most explanatory power (Figs. 9, 11), consistent with
other limb movement studies (Marple-Horvat and Stein, 1987;
Fortier et al., 1989; Fu et al., 1997; Coltz et al., 1999; Roitman et
al., 2005; Hewitt et al., 2011). Individual 	 regression coefficients
change progressively with learning (Fig. 10), including many cells
in which the sign reversed. Also, the representation of Pp and Vp

changed, either the number of cells or degree of FF or FB signal-
ing. At the population level, there were no clear differences in
simple spike adaptation for resistive versus assistive perturba-
tions. Therefore, adapting to the mechanical perturbation in-
volved large encoding changes within individual Purkinje cells
and in the population.

Figure 12. Distribution of 	 values. Histograms show the distribution of 	 values resulting from regression analyses. Values are grouped by FF (white) or FB (gray) peak � values and the model
parameters Pp, Vp, and Ap (columns). Results are shown for the task epochs of baseline and late adaptation (rows).
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Acceleration has the least explanatory power of the kinematic
parameters. Across all cells and task epochs, the mean R 2 for Ap is
�50% smaller than for Pp and Vp, fewer cells are significantly
tuned to acceleration across all four epochs (Figs. 9, 11), and
fewer cells demonstrate changes in Ap encoding with adaptation
(Fig. 10). As detailed in Results, dissociation of whether the ac-
celeration modulation reflects kinematics or dynamics was not
possible. However, the weak acceleration modulation matches
previously documented weak simple spike encoding of forces or
limb EMG (Coltz et al., 1999; Roitman et al., 2005; Pasalar et al.,
2006). The limited changes in acceleration matches findings in hu-
man force-field learning in which acceleration accounts for only a
small component of the change in motor output (Sing et al., 2009).

The changes in simple spike sensitivity to kinematic parame-
ters are consistent with a previous smooth pursuit adaptation
study (Medina and Lisberger, 2009). However, in that study,
changes in simple spike firing were based on the learned compo-
nents (i.e., firing and kinematic differences between baseline and
late learning). Our analysis tested whether the overall simple
spike encoding changed and found that the encoding is dynamic
with extensive changes in kinematic encoding with adaptation.
Because the movement kinematics in the baseline condition are
very similar to those in late learning, changes in the sensitivities
truly reflect changes in Purkinje cell encoding of kinematics and
not simply an alteration in the movements.

Simple spike changes to parameter timing
The observation that the simple spike firing in 58% of cells
changed significantly before the perturbation highlights that dis-

charge timing changes extensively with
adaptation. Both FF and FB timing of in-
dividual parameters are altered. Fur-
thermore, individual cells exhibit dual
temporal representation of parameters
as observed during random tracking
(Popa et al., 2012). Across the three ki-
nematic parameters, at least one-third
of the Purkinje cell � values demonstrate
a substantial shift that changes sign over
the course of the adaptation trials (Fig.
14). Changes toward FF and FB � values
are similar for the parameter Pp, but
more Purkinje cells shift or change sign
toward predictive FF � values for Vp and
Ap. Based on the dominant kinematic
parameter for each cell (i.e., parameter
with the largest R 2 value), we found sig-
nificant changes in the representations
of Pp and Vp.

These dynamic changes imply that the
contribution of the cerebellar cortex to
adaptation is more complex than the pop-
ulation timing model put forth for sac-
cade adaptation of Purkinje cell firing in
the oculomotor vermis (Catz et al.,
2005; Dash et al., 2013). In that model,
adding late-responding simple spike
modulation increases the saccade am-
plitude, whereas early-responding sim-
ple spike modulation decreases it.
However, the present results demon-
strate widespread simple spike changes
in both sensitivity and timing of the ki-
nematic signals. Simple spike timing

changes alone may be sufficient for adaptation of saccade am-
plitude, but the present results demonstrate that more com-
plex alterations occur during limb movements.

During adaptation to the mechanical perturbation, position
and velocity encoding underwent the greatest changes in both
sensitivity and timing. The results further suggest an evolution
over learning in the relative contributions of position and veloc-
ity encoding. In humans, a similar evolution in position and
velocity representation occurs with exposure to force fields that
were interpreted as representing motor primitives responsible for
motor adaptation (Sing et al., 2009). Therefore, the cerebellum
may be involved in providing this combination of position and
velocity signals.

Simple spike adaptation is relatively independent of complex
spike modulation
The mechanical perturbation resulted in modulation of the com-
plex spike discharge in a small subset of Purkinje cells and sug-
gests that climbing fiber input is not necessary for simple spike
adaptation. Several studies have documented motor learning in-
dependent of complex spike activation (Catz et al., 2005; Ke et al.,
2009; Dash et al., 2010; Kimpo et al., 2014). Others have docu-
mented strong coupling between changes in simple spike activity
and movement coupled to climbing fiber activation (Gilbert and
Thach, 1977; Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Yang and Lisberger,
2014). Typically, in these studies, simple spike firing decreases,
consistent with the Marr–Albus–Ito hypothesis and long-term
depression at the parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapse (Ito, 2001).

Figure 13. Dominant parameter, FF versus FB � peaks. The kinematic parameter describing the most firing variability (i.e.,
greatest R 2 value) was identified for each Purkinje cell at significant FF and FB time constants (�) for kinematic parameters Pp, Vp,
and Ap. Results were binned across the task epochs of baseline, early, middle, and late adaptation. *p 
 0.05.
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However, there are numerous forms of synaptic plasticity within
the cerebellar cortex, including long-term potentiation at the
parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapse that is independent of com-
plex spike activity (for review, see (D’Angelo and De Zeeuw,
2009; Gao et al., 2012). In the present study, learning-related
changes in simple spike firing include increases and decreases, as
well as timing alterations. Therefore, multiple plasticity mecha-
nisms are likely involved in the observed changes in simple spike
firing.

Compatibility with a forward internal model
Two observations in this study support the concept that Purkinje
cells are the output of a forward internal model. First, the simple
spike discharge carries both predictive and FB signals about individ-
ual kinematic parameters. Having both classes of signals represented
may facilitate the required comparisons between predictions and FB
that are needed to update and fine tune the predictions of the model
(Shadmehr et al., 2010; Izawa and Shadmehr, 2011). Furthermore,

learning requires adaptation of both the sensitivity and timing of the
kinematic signals, as we observed.

Second, adaptation along the direction of the movement is
quite fast, with time constants of decay (�) �13 trials for Pp and
Vp and 17 trials for Ap (Fig. 4B). Firing adaptation is much slower
than kinematic adaptation (�30 trials). We interpret these ob-
servations to imply that Purkinje cell firing is not the output of an
inverse dynamics internal model—that is, it does not encode the
motor command. Other studies confirm that Purkinje cells do
not encode loads and/or muscle activity (Roitman et al., 2005;
Pasalar et al., 2006; Brooks and Cullen, 2013; Dash et al., 2013).
Instead, we propose that, in early adaptation, kinematic predic-
tions from the forward internal model are compromised until the
inverse dynamics model, located elsewhere in the CNS, first
solves the problem of adapting to the mechanical perturbation.
The later changes in simple spike activity reflect updating of the
forward internal model after the inverse dynamics model output
has stabilized (Wolpert and Kawato, 1998; Wolpert et al., 1998;

Figure 14. Population timing sensitivity. The time change (in milliseconds) between baseline and late-adapt optimal � values (i.e., producing the largest R 2 value) was calculated for all
significant Purkinje cells (n � 79). Results were binned by five groups according to the time shift (left to right): (1) change sign from FB to FF; (2) significant FF shift; (3) no significant change; (4)
significant FB shift; and (5) change sign from FF to FB. A significant shift indicated a change of at least 100 ms.

Figure 15. Complex spike firing. A, Raster and average firing plots of the complex spike discharge of a Purkinje cell throughout the adapt epoch. A significant change in complex spike firing
compared with baseline is denoted by black and periods of no change by gray. Vertical line is movement onset and the time of the mechanical perturbation is denoted by the gray vertical bar. The
bars at the top show the time windows used including the three baseline (B1–B3), premovement (PM), movement (M), and three perturbation windows (P1–P3). B, C, Population averages for the
49 Purkinje cells aligned on either movement onset (MO in B) or perturbation onset (PO in C).
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Krakauer et al., 1999). Therefore, the results imply that Purkinje
cells in this region of the cerebellar cortex act as a forward internal
model (Pasalar et al., 2006; Popa et al., 2012).
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